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In Hiccup the Viking's misadventures, the stakes have never been higher, and it's friend versus foe

to decide the fate of the world. In this, the penultimate title in the amazing story arc that began with

How to Train Your Dragon, Hiccup is faced with a personal dilemma against the backdrop of an

impending battle and the possible destruction of everything he knows.
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Just awesome! Impeccable writing? Check. Humour? Check. Good plot with everything coming

together at the end even though not always in the favour of the characters? Check.I like how there

is nothing that makes you think: "Hey! That couldn't happen to Y because then X would just swoop

in and do this or that." You know what I mean?Instead everything that is laid out at the beginning fits

with everything else in the end, like: "No, X had to go to that other place in order to that thing that let

to the incident that shaped the circumstances for Y. Making it completely natural that Y gets out of a

certain predicament with the help of this and that". This is not a weird retelling of events from the

book. I am just trying to explain myself and doing a horrible job at it. :S :PSome spoilers ahoy!In

addition to being awesome, this book also tries to teach us/kids that people are usually bad for a

reason and that they can be good if given the chance, and it does a wonderful job of it, if somewhat

sad. I never thought I would cheer for Snotlout. And feel so sorry for him. And MISS him, even.I can



really recommend this book, along with all the others in the series, of course.

I am reading this book with my 8 year old son and I am blown away. We can't stop reading, and

once we got to chapter 17 I was practically moved to tears. It is a stunning chapter with great

dialogue about what it means to be a hero and leader, and what type of person should be king. It

talks about why Snodlout NEEDS to hate hiccup because if he didn't... he would feel... other

emotions like loss, grief, and bad about his own identity. They have a sword fight in this chapter,

and I have gone back to read it 3 times now. Great book and great chapter...

i just turned 8 yesterday and my dad asked me to write my own review of this awesome series.In

this series discover how a small boy becomes the greatest hero! From the first book, you will see

(read) that Hiccup's (the boy- hero) journey to save the dragons from extinction. Every book (9)

makes him go through an adventurous journey with lot of action, friendship and DRAGONS!!!This

series has 9 books and there is a 10th one that came out recently and in the process of reading

it...will post a review when done.I just wish the author Cressida Cowell keeps on writing more books

to keep me engaged in this world of nice and evil dragons!

My 10 year old son and I LOVE this series! I can honestly say that in all my years of reading and

reviewing hundreds of books, this series is in my all time favorites. Rarely do I come across adult

books, that even begin to compare to character development and story lines that these books do!

Cressida Cowell, I know that you are writting the last book in the series right now, but please come

out with more book quickly! I live for the days when your books are released and I am so sad once I

am done, knowing I will have to wait to experience such splendor again.

Really great series that has gotten better with each book!! I love reading these even though I use

my nephew as an excuse to read them. He loves the dragons and I love the story line. Nothing like

the movies but still really great if not better than the movies. Looking forward to more.

Lady Cowell sure has me hooked. Her skill at telling a story, and having the title seem enigmatic as

to who performs the betrayal, had me going from beginning to end. My son and I can't wait for the

next book to be released.

This was a Christmas gift for my grandsons (ages 11 & 9) and they have enjoyed the books



immensely.The 9-year old even quotes parts of the book.I wasn't able to find this series any where

other than  and at a great price!

My daughter is 5 ...she loves the movie, and the Dreamworks Dragons of Burke show. She also

loves reading and being read to. These books are for the older kids I would say probably 10+. There

are some words that I would rather not be said to my 5 year old. Mostly the boys from Burke doing

name calling like stupid or silly things like that, We just skip the word that we don't want her to use

and it is good. The books are different from the movie and the show, but she does not mind at all. It

is like a new adventure with Hiccup!
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